
Please stand by for realtime captions.  

      

 

Just a reminder. We are just  tickets about to get started. If  you want 

to open up the chatbox  so you can get out questions in  common. Tis 

picture mouse to the  top of the WebEx screen  and open the chatbox. 

Check out  your comments or questions to all  participants. We will be 

get started  in just a moment . >>  

     Good morning. I'm going to start  now. Will come back to the last 

session , the wrapup of the depository Library  Council meeting. Imum 

scout medicine. I am going to facilitate this discussion. Thank you 

Rosemary. >>  

     I will turn it up a little. I am  going to facilitate the 

discussion,  sort of a summary of what counsel  her. What  we have teased 

out to our session,  through attending other meetings , and in talking 

with all  of you. Then we will ask for your  feedback to hear what issues 

we  may have missed or thoughts that you have about issues, questions  

you have about things you heard.  We have a lot of GPO staff here  to 

answer specific questions if  you have them. You can also always  contact 

counsel or GPO current directly.  You see, they are not shy about  giving 

out the email. You will here  say this a couple times. We see  that at 

the beginning of the conversation  for the beginning of those 

discussions. We want to  continue having those discussions  what we want 

from GPO, what they  need from us and how we can work  well together. So 

I wanted to do  a little bit of business here. Lori  got from, I assume, 

Lance or  Kelly, final numbers of participation.  It looks like we had 

500 people  participating between the two different  virtual sessions and 

the in person  

     registration. That is really just  a great, great turnout. Thanks 

everyone  for your participation. [ Applause  ].  

 

I want to remind you about your  booklet from your registration pack  

that. Places that you take notes, if  you use it, tell us on the 

evaluation form. Go back through your nose,  and fill out the evaluation. 

I saw turned impactors a box on  the registration desk you can come  in 

their.  

     It's probably easiest to turn them  and before you go. So if you 

have  a chance, we will go through the sessions and refresh your memory  

and some of the things you stop.  Please fill out your evaluations.  We 

take this feedback seriously.  It helps us to have a project if  meeting 

and make it work for everybody.  So work on those as well . >> This is 

also traditionally where  we go through the recommendations  from our 

last meeting. Those are  recommendations of the  depository Library 

Council to the  GPO director, spring 2016. This is on FDLP.gov. You can 

read it  there. There is a picture of it,  I think. Actually, my clicker 

is  not working. Please hold.  There we go. There is a picture  for the 

on my attendees. You can  get that from FDLP.gov and go through. You will  

see that we made several recommendations  and Mrs.   GPO 10 response to 

those recommendations. This is where  we review this  with the community 

.  

 

Recommendation number one is  to incorporate several social media  

outlets to the FDLP directory. In the spring we  had a session about 

social media  and using that to promote your depository  and come from an 



information generally. We are likely to have it published at the same 

time with social media guidelines for  depository outreach work. It's 

really  helpful and it's also on FDLP.gov  and it has some great tips in 

a  .  

 

Counsel, they had this discussion and they looked at how  social media 

was being used. Think  that their #love my FDLP campaign.  We thought 

this was important to have our local  repository FDLP account is where  

our patrons could find them. We've  got the federal directory library was 

where we  could put. They suggested they included  in their [ 

Indiscernible ] government publications.  Sorry for the acronyms. This is  

the one that is forthcoming with  the great enhancements we said earlier  

this week. They are already in the  works. In 2017 ,  you will start 

seeing these things.  What we actually need now  we made  a suggestion as 

your voice and GPO  responded. The next step where this  is released, and 

I know that not  all of us are in this group. Go  to all of your peers 

that are repository so  they can include their social media profiles. 

Once Sistan next  year, make sure you go in and update  your profile to 

include that information  so that this all comes farcical.  We had no 

idea, GPO listen, we have  to follow through on . >> Recommendation 

number two was to  increase communication about what  was then the test 

phase of the regional  discourage policy implementation.  DPL responded 

at length in the document.  The summary is that they  developed and we've 

seen over the  last past several months implementation  of a plan  

composted webinars included in their  travel coming to our conferences, a 

LA,  and AA and double L to speak to  those at round tables and 

intersections particularly interested in conversation  about the discard 

policy.   

 

We have seen some discussion  at this meeting that indicates a  lot more 

people understand it at  that there are still some ambiguities  there. 

There are still some questions.  Again, we are having ongoing 

conversations.  This is something to pay attention  to. GPO understands 

their outreach  and education around this policy  shift would be ongoing 

as the project  moves forward. Some of the questions  that we all have 

cannot be answered  and we certainly miss work. There  are a lot of 

pieces they have to  fall in place for this to work , to be able  to 

fully. As his pieces fall into  place, we need to stay engaged and  

continue to work with GPO to have  this conversation about how best  to 

manage our collection .  

 

So, recommendation number three  was that GPO  set and publicize future 

dates for  FDLP meetings as far and advance as possible. This is 

something  we all agreed on. It makes lances and the staffs work.  

     Easier and less expensive potential for some of us to attend.  This 

is something we can  all agree on. GPO absolutely acknowledges  that they 

want you to continue to  having the annual and part in person  the. They 

release it for the spring  and fall. The next meeting after  this one, 

the 2017 and July of this  past summer as a pattern going forward  for 

your planning or planning for your colleagues  who want to attend in 

person meeting  or schedule some time to fully participate  in the 

virtual meetings. They will beheld the Wednesday  through Friday 

following text a.  So find every 15th on your calendar  and it's the next 



Wednesday through  Friday that we will be doing the  spring virtual 

meeting bearing outer other measures .  

 

The fall meeting will be held  Monday through Wednesday following 

Columbus Day. So find Columbus  Day, the  Monday through Wednesday 

following that will be  this meeting. These are helpful  planning tools 

and we think GPO  for setting these guidelines which  if you look at the 

calendar copies  are not necessarily surprises to  invest. But it helps 

us all plan  and hopefully we will be able to enable people to 

participate  fully in these meetings. I know  counsel gets a lot of peace 

and  I hope the community gets a lot of these  as well. We  

     have also been told that for the  spring virtual, counsel will be  

invited to DC to meet in person while they are  conducting the spring 

virtual meeting  because it was so productive last  spring. We hope to be 

able to reprise  that I can see her .  

 

We also had  one commendation included in our set of recommendations, , 

this means that GPO does not have to  respond to recommendations. They  

are official and they  have to produce it an official response.  We 

wanted to take time again to  thank Mary Alice who is the  superintendent 

of   she pushed us  really hard . The reason you see so much of  the 

progress that we see reflected  in the meeting today is due in part  to 

her vision and energy. It is translated by the hard work  of the GPO 

staff. But we did want  to think Mary Alice again for her  hard work over 

the past  almost 5 years. [ Applause ] . >> Now we will  do a recap of 

meeting by which we mean  the Council meeting, the sessions  that were in 

this room. This is  an ongoing little gripe with counsel that  we don't 

get to see the other great  educational programs. Of course,  this year, 

one of the streams was  broadcast and recorded. So we will  get to go 

back and watch those.  We wanted for some of you may not  have been an 

some of these meetings  because red other great presentations  learning 

from your colleagues who  are agency partners, we wanted to  recap what 

counsel presented, where we discussed,  and where we think the issues are  

with just some highlights and key  takeaways for each of those .   

 

Then we will open it up for questions  after that so that folks can 

comment , season ask us questions, you  can give us concerns that you 

have  going forward. I would also like  for you to think about the second  

and third bullets on the slight.  Think about collaboration opportunities  

and what you will tell your director  or your teen or your board about  

the FDLP. What did you learn here?  What is great for your  patrons, 

library, collection? What  did you take away from the city  can share 

this a little bit as we  have time for all of us can take  oh yeah, that 

was a really preprogrammed.  

     That's important in a really want  to talk books I get home. Or, 

this  is the next step I'm going to take.  I'm going to make sure that I 

go  home and read the memorandum of  agreement template to see if maybe  

I can be a price preservation partner,  Stewart. My library may want to 

do that. We  will have that discussion on that  journey. First, I want to 

have Jim  come up and talk a little bit about  our first program which is 

the public  library report . >> Hello  everybody. I'm Jim Shaw. From  the 

University of Nebraska, Omaha.  The appropriate public library session 

was  Monday afternoon and if that seems  like it was a long time ago, it  

does. [ Laughter ]. What  we did on Monday afternoon was with  our 



colleagues in GPO we reviewed  a draft. Again it is a draft of  their 

report on public libraries in relation to the Federal  depository Library 

program. The  genesis of the idea was  noticing that  

     over the last several years, going  back to the depths of the great  

recession in 2008 and 2009 , well over  40 public libraries draft from 

the  program. The question becomes again, why?  Either patterns among the 

library  strapping that could be identified  that could be addressed with 

support or something to help  out and encourage people to stay  with the 

program, or even better,  have new public libraries join the  program .  

 

So our colleagues, Susan at Ken's and Susan Miller walked us  through the 

draft of the report . They referred to information that  was gleaned from 

the official  drop letters that were submitted  by the library staff with 

the program.  They cleaned information from the  biennial surveys . And 

also they addressed at  least a little bit , some of the comments and 

remarks  and information they are picking  up in the GPL on the go  

visits to public libraries where they are talking to people  out in the 

field, in the trenches  .  

 

So we walked  through the report. The report is posted FDLP.gov. You can 

go through  yourself. What we are thinking about  now is   as counsel is 

what do we  do going forward. This morning at our review session,  a 

couple of ideas came up that over  the next few weeks, next couple  of 

months, councilmembers will be  working on   we need to take a look  at 

program requirements and what  options might be available  to address 

those requirements and  remain in the program. What does it mean in terms 

of  essential titles, the basic collection.  What kind of options are 

available  to really pursue being a  electronic depository ? What if 

those options are relation  to program requirements make sure  that our 

colleagues in the public  libraries have an appreciation and  

understanding, help them understand  what they are so they can choose  

what might work best for them. This  all goes towards fostering more  

communication with our colleagues  in the public libraries. And promoting  

things like the FDLP Academy, things  like that , where people can get 

more training  and support for what they are doing. One idea that has 

come up  a couple of times which is really,  I think, generating 

enthusiasm is  approaching our colleagues with counsel on  state 

libraries  who have an interest in civic engagement working  with public 

libraries from their  perspective. There is a potential collaboration 

between FDLP and K COS LA. You can expect them  to be doing their 

homework over  the next few months to try to put  together some ideas, 

potentially a recommendation for GPO to  move forward .  

 

But my listing is on the listing  on Monday, if you have,  about the 

session on Monday or on  the draft report, please by November  18 , could 

you please send your comment  to see  at Cannes it GPO TECO or  Susan 

Miller,  SK Miller at  SK Miller@GPO.gov so that they can incorporate 

that information  to what they're doing to move the  draft report to a 

final report .  

 

Thank you . >> It's back to me. Scott Matheson. For a review of the last 

program  on Monday afternoon which was a  program about regional discard. 

What we included in our program  was a discussion for the history  of the 

policy change that GPO has  



     been implementing. A demonstration  of a key tool that will help us  

implement the policy as a community. Then, a brief discussion of some 

issues around  it. This discussion continued in  two other places, one of 

which was on Tuesday  morning. There was a discussion as well  in this 

room, and then also on Tuesday  evening, this icon at the regional's  

meeting, there was a discussion  about how this might be implement  it 

and who might be interested in  working on this. Again, I'm going  to 

hold up the handout. This is not in the program materials  for the 

conference. This is one  of the policy page that fits all  of the 

published policies from superintendent documents. Is four pages. Never  

has four pages S so much discussion . [ Laughter ]. This is great. This  

is the policy and purpose statement.  The policy itself is really half  a 

page .  Then some definitions and applications.  This is brief. Really, 

if you're  interested in the sky. Consent about  this issue, please read 

the policy.  And please participate in these  discussions because really 

that  is I think what we've come to understand the beginning of a 

discussion about  how we move forward with this policy.  >> There are 

some ambiguities  in the policy. There some discretion  for the 

superintendent of documents  in one of the steps about whether  to allow 

discard or not. We started  to have a discussion yesterday morning  about 

some of the frameworks or decision points that  the superintendent might 

use when  making that decision. I do not think  that this is something 

that we we  are ever going to have a strict  rubric. I don't think we're  

going to get that nor do I think  we want that, frankly. I think we  want 

some discretion with the superintendent.  But we do want to list that the 

incumbent superintendent should  consider when exercising his discretion  

to allow regionals to discard or  not .  

 

That is the beginning of  one discussion around regional discard.  

Another discussion that we heard  in a different for him was a discussion  

of what titles are available and  how big runs of material are that  are 

for dealing with sure  or feeling acute ship. They want to do the work  

of discard only if it is going to buy this space back. That  make sense 

from their point of view.  So, projects like adding Federal  Register, 

the historical Fettig  wrote with to start, going back  in time, when 

those projects are  complete, when the progress  in their complete and 

those materials are available then you  can start having a discard lists,  

potential discard list that regionals  might choose to exercise that 

looks appealing to them . If you know the Congressional  record, you know 

it's huge. If you  know the Federal Register at 70  the Federal Register 

at 70,000 to  100,000 pages a year, it's huge. As those projects to 

fruition and  receive completed and FD CAS , it's a little unsettling for  

some of us is that the ambiguity  is there around to some issues those 

around all  of these issues in the policy. We  will not have an answer in 

six months.  Won't have an answer by the next  meeting. This is ongoing 

conversation . Please stay caged with it  and continue to be concerned 

about  the management of our collection  and about the ability of our 

colleagues  to provide the services that we  rely on .  

 

Regional discard, there is a lot of emotion in  some areas, and a lot of 

questions raised.  Expect this answers to be forthcoming.  Please 

continue to stay engaged  in the conversation.  , With counsel,  with 

regional. This is good that we are  these issues and we get good answers  

and have good decisions made. This  is our shared collection .  



 

That was Monday. >> Scott. This is Marianne Mason,  University of Iowa. 

Can interject about the regional  discard process conversation? We sent 

Russell provided a nutshell demonstration.  She had a more thorough 

presentation at a separate session. I want to remind the benefits for the 

regionals  

     as well as the benefits for the  selective libraries. Sometimes they  

are interconnected and they are the same. Just  to reinforce the notion 

that the  regional discard is voluntary. I learned that the regional 

meeting last evening that there are two libraries  who are prepared to 

submit,  be the first to submit this for  discard. Of course, they cannot  

be fully approved on per   until  there are those for preservation  

stewards and geographically distributed areas.  The benefits for both the 

regionals  as well as selective libraries is  that there is a single tool 

or application. That is super. Also, the added the combined benefit for 

both regionals and selectives is  being aware of the opportunity to 

become  preservation stewards. That is true  that knowledge gained from 

revealing in the  discard list.  They will be visible from both.  I think 

you have covered  a great deal. It was a great summary. But those are 

some nutshell  and very practice oriented revenues .  

 

Thank you. In addition to the  two folks who were thinking about  

preparing lists to request to discard,  which of course cannot be proved  

yet. There were getting for preservation  partners on record.  There were 

maybe a dozen people  who were interested in becoming  stewardship 

partners for that .  There's a very small list of items  that are 

currently eligible for  discard by regionals. We need to  before 

preservation stewards for  those titles. We heard great stories about 

WPA. We heard  a great story about serial set from Colorado.  These are 

wonderful efforts. I plan  to participate . I want  to get our folks 

involved in some  of this as well. But again, I'm  not sure   I know we 

don't have  agricultural hearings which are  some of the titles on the 

first discard list. So I  cannot help it that , getting us to the for 

preservation  stewards to actually start trialing this  discard process. 

But the more of  us who take on these things , the sooner we will start 

to  have some of these answers as we  start to move some of these things  

to the process. So even just within a small group  of us who are 

regionals, there are  a lot of people who are interested  in these 

preservation storage of  roles. I would encourage all of  you to go back 

and talk at your  local meetings, to your administrators.  As I have said 

over and over again , these  are things we do anyway. We are  committed 

to keeping some of these  features because they are vitally  important to 

our patrons. So read  the agreement and see if there's  a way that you 

can make those materials put them under this stewardship  agreement so 

that then you are one  of the people helping to move this  process 

forward .  

 

Regional discard will continue to be a discussion  that we will have for 

sure .  

 

 Digital stewardship. Tuesday morning  we started with digital 

stewardship  discussion.  See more great work reflected from  the GPO 

staff. This will give us  a rundown on that . >> Good morning. I'm  Beth 

Williams from the Stanford  while library. We had a great program  for 



those of you  that didn't have the opportunity  to attend Tuesday 

morning. Our large panel gave us a description  of GPO's preservation 

plan. In both  broad and specific terms, there  were a few highlights if 

you didn't  have the opportunity to attack.  We had a great discussion 

from Jessica  T men from GPO's own internal assessment  of its status 

against standards and we learned a lot  of what it means to be entrusted  

with digital repository. We know  it was a longer in-depth discussion.  

Lucky for those who had the ability  to have missed it or attended.  If 

you have a chance to review it,  I encourage you to do. We also heard  

     a description from the silver plan  from GPO's process of adjusting 

ingesting into &. The highlight for me was  David walls description of  

preservation guidelines. These are  in draft form and have been released 

. They are available on the FDLP.com  site. Four pages,  much less  

     raw at four pages per I encourage  you to take a look at these 

guidelines.  This is a very simple, straightforward  process that you can 

follow to contribute federal to trying  to become  a fed partner. As a  

non-technology partner  is that the real process is not  simple. We've  

learned that those of us that are  embarking on complex digitization  

process have the ability to transfer  all of those processes very simply  

and contributing material and to  that of CAS. I encourage you to take a 

look  at these guidelines. They are at  these GPO has asked for feedback  

no later than  November 9. If you have comments , see the  feedback, 

suggestions. Center  feedback to preserve fed info@GPO.gov .  

 

I assume that will be straightforward  and easy to find. Thanks to all 

those folks  and people that provided information  also. It was a real 

rich discussion about preservation  activity at GPO which makes  me feel 

good about the future. >> Again, I think this where I silver  starting 

the conversation idea from David walls. This again,  these guidelines for 

the digitization  project are something that  are starting point for a 

discussion  with GPL. If you are starting a prediction and you sink to 

digitize , please contact GPO, contact David or just ask GPL and  they 

will get you to the right place.  Have that discussion and say that  you 

have that material that you scanned and  has the meditated, have that 

discussion  and see if the material that was  important enough for you 

will be important enough to  others as well. Why not edit to  tape to as 

well. We put things in  our local repository coming campus, Internet  

archive. Once you have it there  copied everywhere. To GPO about getting 

it into into  as well .  

 

At the next session was about partnership and whether or not  your 

bribery sting it today.  It could be a bitnet partner. We  had a ceremony 

where University of  Colorado became a part.  >> Here are some of the 

papers from  that . >> Kiersten Cropsey S a library of  Ohio. I feel like 

I'm going to repeat  a lot of what both specimens got  said. Can  you 

always also be effeminate partner. .co and also  more opportunities have 

yet to be  seen . >> We talked about those local projects  that you are 

already doing, whether  the collections you are storing  are definitely 

not going to be getting  rid of anytime soon. If the collection she 

digitizing  already, could they be ingested  into FED CIS and make great   

partner opportunities. We heard from several institutions  interested in 

are currently serving as FED CIS partners. As a reminder,  if you're 

interested in  and serving as a partner in any capacity, please reach out  

to GPO. Start the discussion. Spent one of the key things that  I took 



away from this session was  when we heard from the Colorado  and Kentucky 

, one who has  completed an agreement on who is  in the process, is that 

it really  is a template MOU that they were  both able to make changes 

where GPL give little, take a little,  there were some discussions. If  

you read that, Colorado is not going to pull  back the entire serial set 

from  the remote storage in order to stay  on every single   that's crazy 

talk.  But that's   there are ways to walk  around the and improve the 

preservation agreement  and the improvement of those materials.  GPO is 

open to discussing protect  your director cutting top or. To GPO and see 

where you  can get with those partnerships  .  

 

After lunch, we can LSC and update.  Some of you  all of you got this  

handout which is library service  and management update. This is a  brief 

summary of the things that  we heard  

     from Lori interesting about all  of the work they have done over  

the past six months but really over  the past year. All of the projects  

that are coming to fruition and  that are moving along through the  

pipeline .  

 

Council  finds this useful because we do  not get to go to those 

individual  sessions where you get a very specific  in-depth update on 

this programs. There is a question about whether  that's valuable to the 

rest of the  community to have a session dedicated  to   what's going on 

with the folks  in the  

     big red brick building. Council  can get another update and we can  

take it off-line or we could do  3 to 4. All of these things are  

options. In your feedback forms,  and her conversations with counselors,  

it is know whether this is valuable  to as a community as well , this 

particular type of session  where we have a summary of what  is going on. 

If it is useful to  you, we will continue to. If it  is not, we will find 

different with  the council to get that information  easier time for 

something else.  Just a question that, should it continue. Please take  

the handout that was in your packet ,  it was on the right side, and  go 

through. These are great poet  talking points for your staff, Director,  

Dean . For the people back at your  library, people who did not come  to 

the conference. If it to your  neighboring coordinator who did  not have 

time to come and didn't have time to watch in  the stream. This is a 

great update  on what is going on and what projects  GPO is working on, 

how they are  being responsive to the community  and areas where we could 

frankly  provide input to make these more  useful and better .  

 

Closer to questions   this is a valuable session for  everybody? Council 

finds it helpful  but is valuable for everyone. Take  this update and 

make sure gets all  beyond just you. You were here,  you heard a lot of 

this material  even if you didn't hear everything  and she. Give it to 

some BS contact  them, habitat about what's going  on at GPO. Is allowed 

to talk about  .  

 

One other  item that has come up that his new  business recently.  It is 

something that we want to  make sure that everyone knew that  GPO was on 

top of that we are keeping  our ear out as well  

     to haply serve as a sounding board  and advisory panel on this 

issue.  Government information online, the  virtual reference service 

that many  of us volunteered to answer questions  for. It was run out of 



the University  of Illinois, Chicago, by John Schuler.  That is under 

review.  It is not under review. People are  looking at how that program 

can  continue, what the benefits are,  what the use was, and looking at  

the cost-benefit of a program and  how it might move forward. There  were 

discussions underway already. To transition that two a home , the 

software service runs on,  all of those are being looked into.  This will 

not fall by the wayside.  Is on the radar of TPL and counsel and the 

folks involved in improving. We will have updates on that either  from 

GPO directly or at the string  Spring meeting  as information is 

forthcoming there. That is the list of our new business.  

 

I missed the most , the one session that counsel got  to do that wasn't 

just about business.  It was actually about partnerships  and people who 

share our content  issue on Wednesday afternoon. S  Hartnett will talk 

about  our shared obsession  . >> Slight correction for the record, S 

Hartnett was on Tuesday afternoon. Wednesday  afternoon has not happened 

yet . [ Laughter ] .  

 

Hours session yesterday afternoon  was on the broad theme of driving  new 

connections  to the FDLP. I like that active  verb to drive. We are not 

passively  sit back and wondering what connections  we might have to 

other communities.  We are trying to make some of those  connections 

happen. The group we  decided to connect with at this  time are people 

who live and work with congressional  papers. Congressional papers  are 

the professionals who love them . We were lucky to hear from three 

different speakers.  

     The first was an archivists from  the Society of American 

archivists, congressional papers  Roundtable. That specific group  is one 

we would like to watch closely . Daniel Emery link provided a  wonderful 

overview of some of the  challenges of working with congressional  pay 

price  papers collection. I think it  was in 2009, 19 senators leaving 

office .  18 of them had designated a repository . It did not hurt for 

many of us  to be reminded that our institutions  may have a 

congressional members or more than one congressional  member papers in a. 

So check with  respect to collections, check with  your archives , right 

in your institution .  

 

Next, we heard from when it seemed  clear, long time member of this 

community and depository  librarian about some wonderful projects  she 

has done around congressional papers including  a unique build of labor 

guides about Hawaii's  congressional delegation . Using the  brainpower 

and good work of LIS  students. Then the closer was Dr. J Wyatt from the 

bird center  at Shepherd University . Also, the current president of  the 

Association of centers for a session of  Congress which is the 

Association  of 40 institutional members including such factors as the 

Dirksen  Center and someone.   

 

J Wyatt talked about a variety of their outreach  efforts, both at the 

Association  and at the bird center itself.  K-12 groups certainly, and 

history  day, state history competitions  as well. Also a unique  

collaborative online  

     exhibit about Congress during LBJ's  great Society. The Congress of 

the  great Society. So one  of the things that was a great little line 

from  J Wyatt's talk was that as one  of their objectives at  the bird 



center is to see more frequent and varied  use of their holdings. To see 

more  frequent and varied use of their  holdings. I thought that was a 

wonderful  phrase to think of with our depository  collections as well . 

As Scott was encouraging us with  preservation partners, I am going to go 

home and see if  I might be a FIT-NET partner I think what part  S would 

like us is to go home  and look to see if we are ready  our repository 

for congressional  papers at our FDLP location and  see what kind of 

connections we can make with the  archivists so close was, either  right 

there or perhaps in our metro  area and so on.  

 

Then my  question to this community is: what  should be the next target 

group  that we reach out to to drive new  connections? We would like to 

invite  stakeholders from a different community  and practice next fall 

for this conference.  While not losing our connections  to congressional 

papers archivists.  So, think about that! >> As folks have mentioned, 

counsel  had them working sessions morning.  

     You will hear more about what we  decided.  There will be formal 

recommendations  and commendations. I am very pleased. It seems like  we 

have a long list of commendations  in a very short list of 

recommendations,  which makes me happy. And makes  GPO staff happy as 

well. I  wanted to let folks know that the  one that we will pursue is a 

recommendation  that SuDoc policies refer to an  public documents are 

also made available publicly on the FDLP  website  along with SuDoc 

policy. It's a recommendation that they are  need me public when they 

were created  and they are being referred, updated  as needed, approved 

and they will  be posted as going for. That's what folks  are moving up. 

We will be recommending  that, but note that it is already  in the works. 

We will do that as a matter of  course. It was a good suggestion,  

actually from outside of counsel.  So thank you for that. Of marijuana  

to others that we are thinking about  that we probably will  it seems  

like we were leaning toward not  recommendations but thinking about  it 

in the spring. Especially around  the public library's report and  our 

outreach  

     and work with public libraries,  how we might be able to support  

our public. The other thing we did  was elected new chair who will take  

office in June 2017. I am very pleased  to announce that that will be 

caring  rests. [ Applause ] .  

 

 >> One of the commendations that is  under very long list is a great  

thing queue to GPO.  

     For putting together the handouts  page . We heard 90% complete 

every handout  and slide deck from the conference  is on the page. That 

will get updated.  There she is. This week going forward, we think  

that's great. Here is an example  of a great handout, and if a graphic  

piece about preservation and lifecycle  management from David, I think, 

put this together.  It's on the handout page. So go  to the handout page 

and look for  these things. These are great  resources .  

 

Are there any other items of business, things that  we talked about with 

counsel before  we move to open discussions about the issues  that we 

have all race?   

 

We have one commendation here. On behalf  of counsel, to Scott Matheson 

for  leading a wonderful conference. We appreciate all  of your hard 



work, leadership, and  guidance. [ Applause ]. Thank you. It is a 

privilege to get to work  with these very, very smart, energetic  people. 

I to tally the other day I said I  think I'm okay because I wrote that  

into an interview wrapup, but pretty  much cut you guys to good programs. 

So thank you  all for your hard work as well.  >> We have  done this 

recap, we have talked  about what the issues are. Of would  like to talk 

about next she can  take and thing collaboration opportunities.  Really 

some concrete things. What  will you do when you get home , maybe not 

tomorrow but next week.  What are you going to do that is  different 

because you were here.  What did you learn? What are you  hoping to 

accomplish in the next  couple months? The  next year? All of that. We 

will  do the usual   we will have from  counsel first if you  have ideas. 

Courseware open to questions  or other feedback at this time.  DVD brief 

if you're coming to microphone.  Also, you can send us  an email or 

contact us .  

 

Counsel?  

      

 

Business jumpshot University  of Nebraska, omission of. Omaha. Next week 

I'm going to block  out an hour just to walk up and down our ranges. I'm 

certain I  can identify several shelves, just  two or three or four 

shells of material  that might really work well for  us to be able to 

offer to  be a digital steward. With our size  of staff, facility, 

equipment and  everything else, I can't go really  big. But I could 

probably identify  of the really nice things that we  can help out with 

an Omaha.  When it leaps to mind first is our  Federal civil Defense 

staff  how to build a bomb shelter the  original couple  

     copy of Bert the turtle. We have a few things. Even smaller places  

might have some things that may be something that they can  to. That's my 

commitment XFree,  at least an hour walking up and down, trying to IPO 

and  see if we could potentially do these  things ourselves . >> Melissa 

Bernstein, University of  Utah. The law library. I've already  spoken to 

my colleague here from  the main campus library to try and figure out  

along the lines of what Jim said.  Are there things that Marriott has  

much more space, a larger collection  than us. To see if there are things  

that they may be able to commit  to. I fully intend on putting up  my 

colleagues at other libraries  within the state, some of them I  know 

have rather robust collections  to see if they might be able to volunteer 

to be stewards as well  .  

 

So that's a good example of collaboration.  I would actually even say, 

Jim,  if you are scanning a relatively  small number of libraries, you 

might  be able to go into partnership with  one of your other local 

repositories  to create a single project were  several repositories good 

feeding  into one GPO . Maybe work in other areas as well.  There are two 

repositories on my  campuses as well. I contacted Melody  and say  what 

can we do ? >> Maryanne Mesa cut University of  Iowa. There are a couple 

of things  I'm going to do. I will be sending  a message out to my Iowa 

selective  libraries suggesting that they would  be good hosts for GPO on 

the go  staff. I have already had a brief  conversation  with one of the 

outreach librarians  at GPO  inviting them to my library. I already  told 

them that Iowa has cold winters but I have been assured that they  can 

handle it. Everything that I  have already started but now have  



motivation to complete  is our preservation steward titles. During the 

regional meeting  last night, I got an idea for  another title that I 

could add.  It is one of those pigments. Big ones. I'm going to finish  

that one up next week . >> Karen Ross, University of Arkansas,  Little 

Rock. Primary planning to  go to a meeting when I get home  next week 

because we have an Arkansas  Consortium documents meeting next  Friday. 

One of the things I'm looking  at doing is welcoming a new capacity 

Tuesday Consortium. Arkansas Baptist College  has joined the consortium. 

[ Applause  ] .  

 

I'm happy to say that Arkansas  is bringing someone in instead of  losing 

someone for a change . >> Laurie Thornton, New Mexico. I'm  going to go 

back right away,  my staff will be so thrilled because  I'm going to be 

giving them an new  project.  

     I'm going to investigate from beginning  to end our congressional 

delegation.  I'm going to get that stuff up online  in a little guide.  

Wow! I  had no idea when I started thinking  about it, I thought that his 

information  our state needs. I am going to collaborate  with our 

legislative Council library  and the Supreme Court law library  so we can 

get this done together  for the benefit of New Mexico .  

 

Excellent! >> Gear assembly. What you going to  do with you microfiche 

scanner?  [ Laughter ] . >> I'm not escaping from this. I'm  going to go 

back and look at condition of our microfiche.  We had that discussion 

last night  about possible vinegar syndrome  at some library are seen. We 

will  see what might be those next collection  that might be worth moving 

into  scanning and talking more with GPL  about our being a FIT-NET 

partner  as well . >> I will let the rest of  counsel off the hook for 

the time  being keep thinking. I will open  it up to the audience. What 

did  you take away? What did you think  was great, especially that  

counsel   sessions that  counsel did not see . What will you do when you 

get  home? Their folks coming to the  microphone . >> Online  folks, 

please chime in as well.  We are happy to hear especially  what you 

thought .  

 

The hail S a library of Pennsylvania. Two  things that I am taking with 

this  is looking at our collections like  the rest of  

     counsel has said, to see what we  can do as a trusted partner 

because  our collection goes way back. We  might be able to put things in 

our fault that would make  it protected . The other thing you have not 

really  mentioned is about the FDLP exchange  as a regional I'm very 

excited about this pic it's going  to make my job so much easier because  

right now I have a Facebook page to have people do  this. Not everybody 

can get the  Facebook. I think this will be a  great program to go 

forward to make  it easier  for me to look at what is out there  that 

people do want to get rid of. For other selectors to see what  other 

selectives are  offering out there as well across  the board . Because 

even if they put it on  my Facebook page, not everybody  goes and looks 

here. I think it's going to be a great  program to see across the board  

where people are offering. Especially,  as we become these partners we 

can  see if I have most of them that  I'm missing or if the pages are 

coming out,  this will allow me to look and see  what other people are 

offering that  I can fill in those  gaps .  

 



Excellent. Thank you very much.  That's actually on our list of 

commendations.  The exchange is a great new tool.  I will let folks know 

that there  are some issues that came up during  the exchange. That is a  

tool that might integrate or be  able to realize the dream of one place  

to shop for everything. We are talking to  some of those folks and 

thinking  about that also. Indiana has a new  tool that they have just 

started  using. We are working with folks  on how we can bring those 

tools  into the FDLP exchange on a national  level tech back  

      

 

Just a reminder if you want to  chat through the WebEx session,  for most 

of the top and click on check. That will open the chatbox.  You can get 

out your comment for  a question to all participants .  

 

Not infant condition. I have  is very available I had  a draft and send 

them along. It may be possible for preservation  steward student pay the 

shipping . All of  these things are dependent on the  tools and the 

policies and our moving forward with the  collection management .  

 

Of the comments?  >> Beth Harper University of Wisconsin,  Madison. A 

couple of things I plan  to do when I get back now that I'm  retiring 

soon. I went to document more of my processes  and thought processes in 

the decision  I made. That was brought home  really well at this 

morning's presentation  on transition. I spent a lot of time when  I 

started trying to figure out why  did they do things this way? It  took 

me several years to figure  that out. It would be so much easier  for the 

next person to to see it  laid out.,   I hope at long last,  maybe our 

digitizer-projects can be ingested into FT  it's a CIA's.  >> When we 

were talking  about numbers preservation sewers and print copies  that 

will be necessary and the number  four and whether that is the 

appropriate  number for each title. There are  products   a project I was 

thinking about  doing for literally a year. Greta  and I sat in the back 

lobby and  talked about looking at how many  times the federal register 

gets  excited which would be printed citation so a  printed access to the 

Federal Register.  I think I need to go into that now. I am saying it  

out loud to get it in the record.  It is what we call accountability. [ 

Laughter ]. So  I'm going to go home and start working  on that .   

 

Metrics. Wonderful. Good job.  

      

 

Sherry Lassiter, University of  California, Santa Barbara. One of  the 

sessions I was glad to attend  was the preservation of federal  digital 

information preservation . Those four  words in some order which was a  

presentation on the burgeoning efforts  to really coordinate, not just 

that  we need to  

     capture on digital, but would Howery  be doing this. What is the 

bigger  picture on how this content is going  to be collected? Stored, 

eventually  made acceptable? My immediate action  item is to get on the 

list serve for their project.  ISI had some interesting conversations  

with folks about small-scale for  digital collections, small scale  web 

harvesting needs, ideas, are  opportunities in this area. I'm  excited to 

go home and work on the  .  

 



I wonder if that might not be a group that  we might not want to reach 

out for  our word driving connections for  next time. Folks who do web 

harvesting , even IA, who are using  archivists allow. That would be  an 

interesting idea to hear from  GPL and some folks that do similar  work . 

>> Don't be shy. We will listen to  counsel gun. But as you think of  

things,, .  

 

[ Indiscernible ] I would like  to put in a shameless plug for   [ 

Laughter ].  

 

With regard to  succession planning in such , I ran across this issue 

myself. One day, I was  actually hired originally is the same local 

government that library. When  the federal tax coordinator position  came 

up, they did not fill it. So  guess who was now gifted with a  collection 

that in some ways made  no sense to me whatever. After putting  together 

some kind of  a collection policy, I  was asked to actually make a 

presentation  to the FDLP Academy about collection development policy.  

One of the things I stated was if  you do not have a collection 

development  policy that has this, put some kind  of a statement in 

their. At some  point, you will be the went along  the way is there. This 

is a roundabout  way of saying that we are talking  about preservation, 

we are talking  about preserving digitally, and  print. One of the things 

we need to consider is preserving  the institutionalism and knowledge  of 

our respective institutions and  the group is all. We have the FDLP  

Academy which has started up in  the last few years make that also ever 

positive for the institutionalism  that you may have..Take this knowledge  

with you when you retire.@  But everyone else from  your experience .  

 

Thank you. James Jacob Stanford University  .  

 

No specific highlights but I  always appreciate coming here and  sharing 

the docs nerdiness with this knowledgeable and  energetic folks. [ 

Laughter ]. I like it that we come  together is a physical entity,  not 

virtually necessarily. I did  have a shameless plug for you congressional  

nerds. Go to every CRS report.com.  There is a new website have. I have 

posted a  

     it. There is a bipartisan group who are putting on every  CRS 

report.  

     Thanks .  

 

Thanks James. I also want to  acknowledge. I asked James to specifically  

go to a meeting and report back  to me what you heard. You graciously  

did that. Thank you . >> California  State University Pergamum first-time  

attendee. I went to think Amy Quinn  and Chris Brown further sessions  on 

both who and what's happening  on your library and downsizing your 

collection. It's nice to see the  FDLP family and as a first time 

attending seen  people with similar challenges.  A few of the takeaways I 

got from  this meeting are we so you can supplement  material that you 

are being asked to [  Indiscernible ]. Saying yes if you  getting rid of 

this and how my going  to be purchasing it in a digital  format and how 

to provide access  to that information. Also that Amy  had reinforcer we 

make sure that we are advocates  for collection and make sure that  we 

are that person and that library  is always advocating that this 



information is not only needed but should be  kept both and a weighted, 

sustainable  and for future generations. I went  to the FDLP family .  

 

Thank you. And welcome. [ Applause  ].   

 

Daniel Cornwall, Alaska State Library.  I think one of the highlights is  

the poster sessions which I think is the second  time had been. It was 

very nice  to be able to some minutes here  and there and see what was 

available. One of the ones that most  impressed me  was when cleaners 

Hawaii to Arizona poster where they dug through the Hawaii that to their 

data, realize  that there interline at   library  loans were going to 

Arizona and was disproportionally large.  They asked themselves why this 

might  be. The largest driver they identified  with a catalog collection. 

[ Laughter  ]. So please, to the extent that you  had to this resources 

you can concubine  catalog. Our catalog collection is the use collection.   

 

I will put on my tech services  had hat. I will say there's a lot  more 

copies than they used to be.  If you have back onto your tax collection  

for a while, say 10 years. This  a huge collection that had to be  

shipped off-site. For institutions  like my did pick lot of money to  

have that store. Please make use of  their .  

 

Sandy McAninch, University of  cannot Kentucky. This is taking  the 

conversation in a different  

     direction. From the sites regional  meeting, I was one of wants to 

comment  that FT says   FED CIS is not quite rich  enough  to have things 

to discharge.  I wonder there has been any progress  moving  

     all of that rich digital content  on the permanent server, onto 

governmental.  I did not get to go to that session  state information may 

have been  provided. But I wonder if FED CIS  is going to ingest that  

since a lot of things that we could  look at discarding .  

 

I see the GPO  chatting among themselves. Will  get a few minutes to 

decide  okay.  

 

 Cindy Atkin, GPL. Did something  that we look that. I know the 

development plan went up a  little bit late for us to download  and read 

before this week's conference.  But part of the plan  is to look at the 

permanent server and to identify what content  can be migrated and 

marketings has been working on  a project plan to get that started.  

      

 

Thank you .  

 

No guarantee on the time frame .  

 

But we are looking at it and  the plan calls  [ Indiscernible -- multiple 

speakers  ]. It's here .  

 

Folks is a lot of pages. This  is a next step for all of us. Go  home and 

the pet from the site.   

 

The plan calls to investigate  that and do pilot and Mark is working  on 

the project plan to develop .  



 

Hello, my name is Jacqueline Elders from Arkansas Baptist College.  I'm 

so excited. I now know what  all the abbreviations mean! [ Applause  ]. 

FDLP, GPO, all of those! I have all this  is and now I have starting 

point.  I'm so excited to be connected to  Ms. Erin Rush. I will be 

needing  a [ Indiscernible ] for next week's  meeting. But she is right 

around  the corner so I am so excited now  I have a stout point. It all 

makes  sense. I'm glad I came . [ Applause ].   

 

Excellent. Good job. Just a quick  plug. There is a new depository  

coordinator packet , info packet on the FDLP said.  There are great 

summary , great online courses in the FDLP  Academy that were made 

available in a review. You can actually,  any of us in minute review,  

     go through those videos and you  can see what the concurrent roles  

are. What is this think about core, those things that  bring? There are 

no rules. The rules  change over time. It's worth going  through the new 

depository coronary  coordinator,  

      

 

I am collecting business cards  from everybody [ Laughter ] . >> Tom Fish 

Reicher, always remember if you are selected  for your original is a good 

point  of contact.  

     You can also always ask GPL. Supposed  to somebody. Don't grope 

around  in the dark like I had to for a  while. Ask someone. Someone has 

an answer  for you. Don't be afraid to ask  for me is of the information 

without  here in this community. One of the  reasons we want to keep this 

program  going and keep this community: .  

 

And why we like to keep meeting  in person in the fall . >> I am not  

seeing comments from counsel. There  is no one standing at the microphone 

. Is there anybody online with comments  or questions? Counsel,  have I 

forgotten anything?  GPO, here comes Cindy . >> [ Laughter ] . >> Cindy 

Atkin, GPO. I just want to  thank counsel , Scott, and the rest of 

counsel  for a wonderful three days of meetings  and discussion. It has 

been a great jumping off point for further  discussion and a lot of 

issues have  come to the fore. A lot of things  for us to think about it 

GPO. Thank  you all for your hard  work for this conference as well  as 

all of you for attending and  staying until the very last day.  

      

 

Thank you. Thank you Cindy. [  Applause ] . >> All that remains is for me 

to officially  close the depository library meeting and federal 

depository  conference for fall 2016. We will  see while virtually in the 

spring,  just after-tax they. Then again  back here next fall. Thank you 

all  for attending. [ Applause ]. [ event  concluded ]  


